CASH IN ON THE
MEDICINAL CANNABIS INDUSTRY

CASH-ONLY PAYMENTS
Due to current federal legislation and banking laws, businesses are forced to only tender cash as a form of payment

MARKET GROWTH POTENTIAL
The U.S. market forecasted growth by 2022 is $23.4 billion in legal cannabis spending
Source: Arcview Market Research/BDS Analytics

CANNABIS MARKET
With legalization in Canada to take effect in Fall 2018, legal cannabis spending is forecasted to reach $5.5 billion
Source: Arcview Market Research/BDS Analytics

LICENSED BUSINESS
There are 9,400 active in the U.S. which employed 121,000 people in 2017
Source: Arcview Market Research/BDS Analytics

APG CASH DRAWER SOLUTIONS
- Cannabis cash drawer solutions tested to last in high cash environments
- For a cost effective choice, choose the Vasario™ cash drawer
- For a large capacity till, consider APG’s Series 100 cash drawer

SMARTtill® CASH MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
- Eliminates manual till counts and reduces the cost of cash handling
- Reduces time spent on identifying cash losses
- Improves productivity and redeploy saved labor to profit generating activities

CASHLOGY POS1000US CASH RECYCLER
- Feature-rich and cost effective cash recycling at the front end
- Rapidly validates and sorts bills and coins
- Secure cash storage simplifies in-store cash handling

Contact your distributor to discuss your POS options.